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1 R ) C E E I N G S

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: We will. he ,r awgumntrlt

next in No. -72-129, 1AACP against New York n otI

Mr. Greenberg.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF AC( G m

ON BEHALF OFT~ , APVE1A tS

MRM  GPENBERG: Mr. Chief JtiC And " it ut

the Court:

This case is here on an.al. from the Unitd Sta.t

District Court for the District of Columbia, which entered a

judgment for the State of New York against the United State,

to which the United States consented.

The judgment did two things .

irst,- it exerted the State of New York frot

certain requniremnents of cthVtinq Rights Act of 1976 i -h

I shall describe in more detail shortly. riefly, the

requirements from which th State was eOxented W'aC twO ,otts

One, it was exerwoted from tneccssity of r eleare of

voting law changes as required by Section 5 of the /ot>n

ights Act* and, secondly, ot as allowed to restore its

Literacy tests earlier than otherwise would have been

netted under the Voting Rights Act of 197t.

The judgment below aiso dented tnterwention to the

annellants here when they attamted to enter the litigation,

to urge unon the court that rew York should reain ubhit
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to the provisions of the Voting Rights Act.

In January and March 1970 New York di d

its Assembly, State Senate, and Congrssional Dtr

Annellants, who are black and Puerto Rican citizens of ew

York City, and the National Association for the Advancement

of Colored Peorle viewed the 1970 redistricting changes as

an illegal racial qerrymander.

They claim that the redistricting took most of the

black and Puerto Rican nonulation of Brcoklyn, for one thing,

and carved it ur to distribute it in little niece among

continuous white districts, making the black ronulation

smaller arts of the larger white no ulation the white

districts, as eart of a racial gerrymander which would dilute

what otherwise would be considerable political strength held

together by a bond of common factors related to race.

I want to make clear that the validity of those

charges of racial gerrymander are not before the Court in this

case. But the question of whether annellants can have a day

in court, so to speak, to establish the validity of those

claims. Now, what sort of a day that will be is of the

essence of this aw eal.

The day in court which apoellants sought, or the days

in court or before a forum which they sought, were three

different kiids, all interrelated, and, again, only one of

Which is here today.
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The adverse judgment in the District of Columbia

isalwi intervention washed out all possibility of the

other two. The first forum would have been before the

Attorney General of the United States under Section 5 of the

Voting Rights Act.

When we learned that these voting C haCg werein

oroce3s and their imnlementation were in rocss

QUESTION: I think we had a case argued hee i

Go a vs. United States ? where i ws q io of whethr

Section 5 reached reinforcements

MR. GRENBE~RG: Ye

'UESTION: Is that involved here?

MR. GRE R es, that is involved here. And

so far as that' concerned , the government takes the s ame

opposition as we do.~ But more than that is involved, Mr.

Justice Brennan, because also there is the question of

whether New York can resume its literacy tests when the 1975

ban exnire.

So, even if the Georgia case were decided

adversely, this case would still be here with regard to the

literacy tests.

QUESTION: Yes. Thank you.

MR. GREENBERG: The first forum in which we sought

to appear was before the Attorney General of the United

States under Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act.
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The annellants comm~funicated with the Attorney

General concerning the January and March voting changes, and

said that when New York submitted its anlicaions for

clearance of these voting changes, the annellats wanrted to

manner as nrescirihed by the requlattns and make renresenta-

ton that these changes were made with the nurtoze and t he

effect of racial discrimination.

In fact, the State of New York did submit one set

of changes to the Attorney General, but they were sent back

as incomnlete, and they never sent them back again.

Second, the second forum in which twe sought to

near, and thiq o oortunity also was washed out by the

District of Columbia judgment, was in the Scuthern District

of New York we filed what, for nurnoses of brevity, I will

describe as an Allen tyne lawsuit, a lawsuit seeking an

injunction to comnel the State of New York to submit its

Voting Rights Act changes to the Attorney General And, of

course, when the District- of Columbia judgment was entered,

that exemoted New York from the requirements of the Voting

Right Act, so that Allen tyne lawsuit essentially is wined

out also,

Thirdly, on the day that we filed the lawsuit in

New York, we sought to intervene in the nending litigation

between New York and the United States in the District Court

for the District of Columbia.
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Now, the United States did not oppose intet.ention,

althouh the S e ok dd The District Court denied

intervention, without orinion, and granted summary judgment

for New York , without opinion. So annellants have had no

hearing before the Attorney General; the annellants have had

no hearing in the District Court in New York0 and arnellants

have had no hearing in the District Court for the District of

Columbia.

QUESTION: Wasn't there an action u n in New York

challenging the redistricting as such?

MR. GRENBERG: No, we did not. 'e merely filed an

Allen tyre action in New York, urging that the changes should

be submitted to che Attorney General of the United States.

The United States, as I read its brief, and what it

ha- said in this case, does not claim that intervention in

cases of this sort never can be allowed, and, indeed, it may

be of some relevance that the United States did not oroose

our intervention in the Court below.

Rather, as I understand the position of the

government, it is two parts: One, that there was no showing

of inadequate renresentation by the United States in the court

below; and, second, that the a nlication of the donellants

was untimely.

We submit that the record makes clear: one, that

reprresentation of the claims of the intervenors, or the
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a nellants, by the United States was indeed inadequate, and

that its timeliness, not only were we merely timly but the

application was filed at the optimum, the best nossible time

that it could have, in the interests of the litigation, in

the interests of efficient oneration of the Courts, in the

interests of the aonellants and, iee, all the ,arties

Finally ,we claim, in the words of Rule 24, that

the disposition below quite clearly im aired and impeded the

apnellants' onnortunity to protect their interests.

To demonstrate that there was inadequate renresenta-

tion of our claim below, it is first necessary to describe

what that claim is, and what adequate representation would

have consisted of , and how existing representation failed.

I will first discuss this, then the issue of timeli-

ness, and then the issue of how -

QUESTION: Mr. Greenberg, you claim intervention

invokes only the discretionary action --

MR,. GREENBERG: No, no. This is an a plication for

intervention as of right.

QUESTION: As of right. Yes.

MR. GRENBE RG: This is an anolication for inter-

Vention as of right, and we wouId submit that we fall

sLuarely under the three riniohal requirements of that rule

that is, inadeqiate representation, timeliness, and impeding

or impairment of our interests.

-- 777
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QUESTION: But, a fortiori, to the extent you're

right on that, why, you Would also satisfy the ocrmissive

MR. GREENBERG: Ohr certainly. Yes.

QUESTION: And you would say that you did, even if

you werern't-- even if this is not an a-of riht case.

MR. GREENBERG: Yes. And we might take that as a

,rotective position, Mr. Justice White, but I think we're

s clearly right as to intervention as of right te have not

argued that, except to mention it in our brief.

Now, as to inadequacy of representation. The claims

of the intervenors arose from the Voting Rights Act of 1970,

which specifically granted its nrotection to the black and

Puerto Rican voters of Bronx, Kings, and New York counties in

the State of New York. Because the amendment specifically,

and the legislative history demonstrate exhaustively, carried'

out the design of Congress and the Administration to present

the bill to Congress, to cover the north as well as the south.

The 1965 law had covered the south. When time came to extend

the law, it was quite clear that the general sentiment of

the Administration and of Congress was that it would be

e tended only if it were made nationwide, and that is what was

done.

The legislative history is replete with references

to the fact that Bronx, Kings, and New York counties would be

covered, It's designed for that very purnosea



Numerous Senators and the Attorney General so

testified

The formula that covers these counties is that in

1968 they had to have used the literacy test and fewer than

fifty percent of the persons of voting age registered or

voted.

Now, accomplishment meant two things: oe Fa

colored jurisdiction may not use a literacy test while

covered by Sections 4 and 5, and no changes in the voting laws

may bo made.

The key words in the statute, and they *re in Section

4, which annears in te St'atutorv Annendix of our brief, is

"that no such test or device has been used during the ten

years receding the fii ng of the action for the purpose or

with the effect" - and I'd like to underscore the word

"e fect" -- "of denying or abridging the right to vote on

account of race or color."

Now the meantinq of the words "ours e and effect t"

can be found extensively throughout the legislative history

-and in numerous reported decisions, many of which are from

this Cotirt, which are set forth in the brief; but for purposes

Of brevity and just focusing on one thing about which I think

there is no disagreement, I'd like to talk about this Court's

ooinion in Gaston County v. United States.

The meaning of "aurose and effect" is elucidated in
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that o in several ways that are directly Inertinent to

this

The Gaston County case was decided under the 1965

version of the Voting Rights Act, and the '65 version differs

from the '70 version only in that no longer is Gaston Cou

inlue and southern counties, but tha t the~ ~ Cogetss

intended to cover Bronx, Kings , and New York countisquite

e roiicitly.

Now, the Gaston County case held that the 16D5 Act

applied to a jurisdiction where non-whites were more

illiterate than whites, ecause they had received an inferior

education in the county.

Justice Harlan's oninion says that he assumes that

they were residents of the county at the time they received

their education there, but there is a footnote which says

the result would be no different if they had migrated from

other counties elsewhere where they had received an

education which had caused them to be illiterate.

And Attorney General Mitchell and numerous Senators

testified extensively, as we have set forth in our brief,

that that same rincinle of an inferior education leading to

illiteracy or an inferior education in another jurisdiction,

causing someone to become illiterate, who then moves to a

northern jurisdiction, brings that jurisdiction under

Coverage of the Act.
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low, if we just talk briefly about this qite clerr

aet of what con stiute "e c t f rac

one would think that for ter to b adquate renresentatio

of th interests o the cli ants i the District Court,

t at should ha a ber brought to the attention of the District

Cort. That leqai .elication of the statute should have

been at least nre st ed to t e District Court, it' not urged

unon it; and iuch evidence as fight he available should

a lso hae been nre ente to the flitrict Court. So that the

court could mak a judgment as to whether or not Bronx,

ing , ad >e York. coew s came under the Gaston County

But that was not done at all, and we int say,- one

e eldorate on it a great deal, that if the key lecal

rincile an the available facts', many of Which have anneared

in our Mtin t a ter 'udqment uhen, after we were denied

intervention we came back again and said, Look, if you're

taking the POSition that we haven't presented the evidence,

we don't have to present the evidence on a motion to inter-

vene, but, nevertheless, here is- at least such of it as we

can gather in this brief ocriod of time.

If that available evidence was not also presented

to the District Court, then we say that is inadequate

representation ner se and as a matter of law and as a

matter of common sense; and we just don't see how it can be
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claimed that there was such a thing as inadequate -

QUEST ION: Inadequate representation of whom?

MR. GRJwnEEN : Of the claims of the intervenors.

QUESTION: Well, why is that the isSle in the case,

whether there was adequate representation or not?

IR GREENGBER: Because that's one of the re qi

ments of Rule 24, the intervention ruleK No may intervn

if our claims are being in dequatelV renresented, ifu com

in a timely fashion, and if ou ability to rv.sent our claims

is being -

QUESTION: Yes, but the sttu sia? fr Ne York

to sue the United Statese

MR. GREENBERG The statute allows

QUESTVO': And the statute says if the United

States doesn't have reason to believe so-and-so, it's

unposed to consent to the judgment.

MR. GREENBERG: Yes, but the statute does not make

New York's concession conclusive as a matter of law. Ne

York State -

QUESTION: Not New York, the Attorney General's.

MR. GREENBERG: I'm sorry. It does not make the

Attorney General's concession conclusive, but when the

United States concedes

QUESTION: I acree, but it doesn't Hurport to say

that the United States is renresentinq a lot of other
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interests.

R. GREENBERG: Th statute doesn't nurnort to say

that the United States~

QUESTION: No.

MR. GREENBER: -ut the United Sates -- the

'United States' nsition in this case --

QUESTION: No. I wouldn't think you cioud claim

the United States is dereli t in its duty if 14 hannens to

think, based on the evidence, that it doesn't have reason

to believe so-and-so, and consents, it isn't derelict in

its duty, it's doing the duty it's suvnosed to under the

statute

You may disagree with them, but how can you say

that they -- they haven't any obligation to represent you,

do they?

MR. GREENBERG: Well, the issue is I would not

want to out it in the way of whether the United States is

derelict in its duty, because that sounds like an accusation.

We just say that this action is nrecluding the rights of the

anpellants and the intervenors here, and they seek to

intervene in the action to assert their rights which are going

to be aff ed by the Kudgment in this case.

s not a question of whether the United States is

erei i it duty That' s a characterization that is not

calle for
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QUESTION: Nr that they are't rereseting you,

because they have no duty to represent you, I don't sutcose.

MR. GREENBERG: Well, it ay be I would argue

that perhaps -

QUESTION: But at least you

MR. GREENBERG: -- one might assume that they would

be reresenting us until something -- por the rights of the

citizens of New York until something appears to the contrary.

But certainly the citizens have a right to intervene if they

are not being re resented . And the United States action --

QUESTION: That's all you need, isn't it?

MR. GREENBERG: That's rights yes.

Nowr the Gaston County theory is only nart of it .

Numerous Senators and the Attorney General testified that

there is coverage of the statute if there's a differential

literacy rate, i f the mere existence - and Attorney General

Mitchell testified to this -- mere existence of literary test

is a deterrent to registering and voting, quite apart with

whether or not there is act of purposeful discrimination.

And then, of course, the matters of unequal education, both

within and without the jurisdiction.

Nowhere in the investigation or the submission to

the court below were these standards exolored, were these

rules of law presented to the court, nor was evidence

Presented on them.
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So we submit that the claims of the intervenors

pere not adequately renresented and; as Justice White rointed

outs that may be without recgard to what the duty of the

United States was in this case hut, in any event, the judgment

in this case imairs and imnedes the rights of the claimants

to assert certain claims, and that the renresentation of the

United States in this regard was

QUESTION: I take it, under the tatut or do

ydu agree that unless the United States generterxs some

reason for believing that this .ractce has had a discrimina-

tory effect, it's su used to consent.

MR. GREENBERG: Well, it may. Then, of course, -

QUESTION: Well, isn't that what the statute says?

MR. GRENBERG: Yes, Yes. The statute says that.

QUESTION: So that it has to, itself, assess the

evidence, and if it feels it has no reason not to consent

it's supposed to consent.

MR. GREENBERG: And they may be totally, and I have

no doubt, totally objective and sincere in this, but still

it would not be inadquate reptesentatiOn by the United

States

QUESTION: Right. You may just disagree with them.

And you want an opportunity to present a contrary view to

the Court.

MR. GREENBERG: might say;, as we try to noint out
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in our rely brief, the brief of the United States is full of

a great deal of expression that we iade very serious

accusations against them. We just said the ha ve been Io

and they have not adequately represented us in this

QUYESTION: Well, I know. But J take it, from~ what

you've now said, that on the face of the statute they didn't

have to represent you.

So that if you concede that, then don't you

automatically satisfy the first requisite of the intervention

M. GREEBEG: Nell, that would be true. - And,

frankly,? Mr. Justice Brennan I don't know whether on the

face of the statute they do or they don't have to represent

us in the various senses that word might have. One would

assume the United States would represent rights of the

citizens of 'the United States with regard to racial

discrimination.

QUESTION: Well, I know, but this statute does

provide, just as Mr. Justice White said, that there is a

duty on the United States to consent in certain circumstances.

MR. GREIENBERG: Yes,
1i

QUESTION: Now, if that is so and they may do this

inde endently of any interest of yours, then I ask why don't

You have -- by reason of that, haven't you satisfied the

first requisite of the intervention rule?
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MR.~ GREE~INBEiRG: Well, I would~ submit we certainly

hv I'I certainly not going to disagree withthht. But

the fact is, whatever their duty might be, and it's not

entirely clear on the face of the statute, in this particular

cas they did not present to, or argue to the court below

the relative facts of the law.

Now, as to timeliness, would just like to say a

word, and that is: The briefs try to reduce this to a battle

of our affidavits and their assertions in the brief as to

what one lawyer said to another. In my e ence, at least,

that kind of dis ute is quite common-nlace, and nobody is

lying, it's just a question of subjective interpretation of

what was meant. And issues of this sort should be determined,

wherever possible, on objective grounds.

We can see no more timely fi ing than within two

days after having learned of the United :tates conent and

four days of the actual filing of the consent,

Certainly we couldn't have filed before they filed

their consent or it very well might have been tremnature,

because we didn't know what their position was going to bes

Having filed their consent, coming into court

within four days, I

QUESTION: Well, don't you think, though, Mr.

Greenberg, that you would have been fully as entitled to

intervene before they filed their consent as after?

i
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I would think you would be making the same

argument if you had filed before.

MR. GRFENBERG: T think we might have been, but I

think that if we had come in earlier and the court had said

Well, how do you know that they are not going to urge

exactly all of your positions unon u. We might then argue

that we represent ourselves etter, WeVeone a o

exhaustive examination, we don't know what thf.v'v doe, and

so forth.

iBut certainly would think th e ac time to

file would be when eir osition has become manifest At

least I would urge that, and I would think that it would

have been, nerhans, an unnecessary burden on the court to

come in with an intervention before their position had

become manifest.

New York argues that this would have disrupted

the primary nrocess, but of course that's hardly necessary.

The court could have required an accelerated hearing it

could have required the lawsuit to go on while the primary

nroCSs was going on. It could have gone on simultaneously.

They could have made modest adjustments in the dates .

These are common-nlace problems with regard to voting cases.

Or the court could have done what will hannen

here if aonellants are to prevail on this apne l, make any

ruling anoly to a later election, so the disruntion of the
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primary process is not a substantial argument.

Moreover, it should be nointed out that to the

extent there is any inconxveniene, we have to look t

that New York waited 18 months after the Voting Act was
passed and nine months after the Attorney General cai chat

it was covered to even file its action. Then it gave the

United States 90 days.

If you look at all the different time sequences i

this case, the time between various acts, the four days

Within which we acted is a small fraction of the time th at

anybody els took to do anything at all.

I'd like to reserve the balance of my time.

14R. CHIE JUSTICE BURGER: Mr. Randolnh.

OMAL ARGUMENT O' A. RAYMOND RANDOLP, JR.

BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES

MRl. RANDOLP: Mr. Chief Justice, and may it Plea

the Court:

I would like to respond, first of all, to counsel's

suggestion that what this'Court could do on remand is send

this case back to the District Court to consider their motion

to intervene while leaving the 1972 election results in

New York in effect.

I would ooint out that that does not require any

action by this Court, The substance of what Mr. Greenberg

SUggeasts, and I direct the Court's attention now to Section 4

act'

Ise
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onPage S.A. 2 of their brief, Which is the thick white

brief, and you'll notice, in the first full naragrah, the

second sentence says "The court shall retain jurisdiction of

any action pursuant to this subsection for five years after

judgment'4.

QUESTION: What nage is that?

MR. RANDOLPH: S.A. 2, Mr. Chie tic,

It's the apendix to their brief

I'm ointing now to the first full narnrah at

top of the nage the second sentence,

"The court shall retain jurisdci.on of any action

pursuant to this subsection af-ter judgment." The second

rart of that allows the Attorney General to reopen the case

st any time within five years

Now, as Mr. -

QUESTION: That doesn't do him any good if he has

been denied leave to intervene already.

MR. RANDOLPH: Well, I think it does him some good ~

in the sense that I think they can renew their motion to

intervene at any time within this five-year period. Its

siUly like a consent judgment in an antitrust case, where

people intervene after the consent judgment is entered.

The potential disru tion to New York's 1972 elections

is now passed, as Mr. Greenberg himself has suggested. We

believe that was the orimary reason why the District Court
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denied intervention at the time that it did.

The second thtin is that the 4 (a) judgment is now

outstanding. Now, this is not in the record, but I understand

councilmanic districts have been changed, I think counsel

fromn New York will talk about this, in New York.

So the 4 (a) judqrimont is now outstanding, that is

exemoting New York. There won't be a disru tion of elections

n the future while the aellants' motion is determined.

And the timeliness problem, which we consider from

the Toint of vw 0f not only how lonq has this action been

rending but what effect woid allowing intervention at this

time have on the State of New York i It's no longer a

critical roblem.

Now, I can't say what position the United States

would take if they renew their motion to intervene. We didn't

object before. But I think that, in line with Mr. Greenberg's

suggestion, that what the Court should do in this case is to

send it back to the District Court and allow the '72 elections

to' remain in effect; while the same result can be

accomplished simply by the orovisions of the statute itself.

The other noint I'd like to make is that, although

an.ellants have said in their brief, "If we can't intervene

here, under what conceivable circumstances can anyone?" I

think really misstates and misconceives the problem here;.

Because what they're contending fr is intervention as of right.
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There is always rermissive intervention, and that

s a much easier process to urge upon the Court. because the

only requirement is that the claim that they have is in

comon with the question of fact or law in the main action.

Thus, even if they have no right to intervene,

which is not our position in this case, it still leaves them

the onortunity to seek -oermissive intervention

QUESTION: Well, what you're suggesting is that we

do not decide this case but let it go back?

C t mR. PANDOLPHr: No. The issue before this Court

is quitein.ly: Did the District Court err in Aoril of 1972

in denying intervention to appellants at that time? In light

of the fact that the New york -and I'll1 go through the

sequence of events

QUESTION: Well, what you're suggesting, as I under-

stood it, is if we sustain that position, sustain the lower

court, you're saying it's meaningless anyway because they

can go back and do it all over again?

MR. RANDOLPH: I'm saying it's without prejudice

to the apoellants

QUESTION: Yes.

MR, RANDOLPH: -- to renew their motion to

intervene . And the difference is

QUESTION: Right. And then the issue, then, of

intervention of richt or permissive intervention, will arise
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again?

MR. RANDOLPH: Well, it would depend on their claims.

But we have -- our Position f. this case, really our

position is that we've assumed a number of things .

First of all, we didn't object below to their

intervening. We considered this a matter of discretion with

the District Court because of the time it was filed. That

was New York's problem. They had their primary election

coming up, nominating petitions circulated .the entire th

would have been thrown haywire.

But we argue this case on the basis that their

a p ication at that time was not timely.

Now, the difference would be if they now file under

Section 4(a), then that argument would not be present. We

didn't object before. I can't commit us to what position we'd

take.

QUESTIQN: Might a court not hold a permissive

intervenor to a stricter time requirement than to an intervenor

as of eight? The thought being that he really doesn't have

to get in, anyway, and therefore you resolve time judgments

against him, whereas in the case of intervention of right

YOU may allow more latches, in effect?

MR. RANDOLPR:- That may be true. I think that's

Probably true. I think the opinions may not state that, hut

I thiflk the gist of them is along those lines, Mr. Justice.
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And, ifn fact, under nermissive intervention, the

court, when it exercises discretion, is required to consider

whether the intervention will delay the, or 'reiudice the

adjudication parties in the cas.

QUESTION: Do I unerstand vou to i , at l

if not say, that they can go bc now o av

intervention an iget everYthin tha tthis court cold give

them?

MR. RANDOLPH: e11, I think that would be a matter

for the District Court to determine. One of the problems -

we don't have an opinion here, but

QUESTON: hell, but, of course, if they go back an.

if they get it, they will have had e erything that this Court

can give.

MR. RA TDOLPH: With one exception, with one

important exc, tion, which now Mr. Greenberg has told us

they wouldn't get anyway , which is that they would not have

held up the 1972 elections in New York.

If one reads the riapers in this case, if you read

their motion to affirm, there's not a mention of what the

issue is in this case, which is about ew York's literacy

test. Whether New York had apnlied that discriminatoriiY

in the past years, I direct the Court's attention to that.

All it talks about is the New York primary elections.

MR, CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: All right We will
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resume there in the morning.

[Whoreuon, at 2:59 o'clock, n. m., the Court was

recessed, to reconvene at 10,00 o'clock, a.

wednesday, February 28, 19S73).


